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Introduction and summary. In [2,1], Demazure defines the cohomology of

groups in arbitrary categories. He starts with a category # and immediately goes

over to the "category" # of contravariant functors <6 ~+ Sets. For a group G in

$> and a G-module Fin'ê (for the definition of these concepts see §1) Demazure

can define H'(G, F), the graded cohomology module. In §1 we repeat this definition

and also give the obvious generalization to the case where F is a ring in 's, then

H'(G, F) becomes a graded ring.

Then in §2, we consider the case of <€, the category of finite affine schemes over

a commutative ring k. When 6 is the ring in <€ defined by tf"(Spec R) = R, G is a

group scheme, and G acts trivially on 0; then H'(G, 6) is canonically isomorphic to

the Hochshild cohomology H'(A, k) for A the affine ring of the Cartier dual of

G. In fact Theorem 2.1 even connects complexes used to define H'(G, 0) and

H\A, k).
In Proposition 2.4 a familiar computation is carried out which enables us to

compute H'(A, k) in certain cases. The theorem of Dieudonné-Cartier [2, Vllb]

shows that the above mentioned special case is sufficient to compute H'(G, 6)

when k is a perfect field.

Finally in §3, the case of formal Lie groups is considered. If G is a divisible

formal Lie group over a perfect field k of characteristic p>2 with connected

"dual", <S the ring element: 0(Spf A) = A, and G acts trivially on 0, then

Sym (H2ym(G, &)) -* H\G, 0)

is an isomorphism of graded /c-algebras where Sym is the symmetric algebra and

7/2ym is defined in §1. This result was obtained in the author's thesis [3] by different

methods. The main motivation for the present research was to find a more natural

setting for this result. Remarks by B. Mazur at the occasion of the presentation of

the thesis were partly responsible for this search. Also the author wishes to thank

J. Täte for his encouragement and helpful advice.

1. Definition of cohomology of groups.

Definition 1.1. In our definitions we follow [2,1]. Let ^ be a category. Let $>

be the "category" of contravariant functors "t? ->■ Sets. Morphisms in *% are just

natural transformations of functors. ^ has a final object e:e(S)={one point} for
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all S in <€. To each C in # we associate Cin<è defined by C(S) = Horn (5, C) for

all 5 in <€. It is fairly easily seen that C m> C is a fully faithful functor ^ — #\

Let A" be represented by Ie^ so A(S) = Hom (S, X). Let Ae<^. Then the map

ß:Uom(X, F)^F(X) is a bijection where for /e Horn (X, A), ß(f) = F(fx)(lx)

(lx is the identity map A-> A).

Definition 1.2. If Fy and A2 are objects of #, then FyxF2 in $ is defined by

(Aj x F2)(S)=Fy(S) x A2(5). If C and A» are objects of ^ and Cx A» is representaba,

we denote the object which represents it by C x D.

Definition 1.3. G in 'I' is a group object of ^ if G(S) is a group for all S e (€;

and if for all fe Horn (Sy, S2), G(f): G(S2) -*■ G(Sy) is a group homomorphism.

G is an abelian group in '# if G(S) is abelian for all S eW. We say G is a group in

if if G is a group in <#, G(S) = Horn (S, G).

Definition 1.4. Let A be an abelian group in të, G a group in (€. Then a ^

morphism p : G x A ̂  A makes F into a G-module if, for all S e (€, ps : G(S) x F(S)

-> A(5) makes A(S) into a G(S)-module functorially in S.

Definition 1.5. Group Cohomology in $. Let G be a group in <€, Fa G-module

in <ê. Then H\G, F) is the cohomology of the complex C'(G A) where Cn(G, F)

= Hom (Gxn,F) for n = 0, 1,2,..., G° = e, and the boundary map 8: Cn(G, F)-+

Cn + 1(G,F) is defined as follows: If fs\ G*n(S)-^F(S) defines an element of

Cn(G, F), let (S/)s: Gxn+1(S) -> F(S) be defined by

(¥)s(gl, ■•;gn + l) = glfs(g2, ••;gn + l)

n

+ 2   (~ 0'fs(gl, g2, ■ ■ ̂ gjgj + l, ■ ■ -,gn + l)
¡=1

+ (-Vn + Vs(gi,.-.,gn)

for g¡ e G(S). Addition is in F(S) and gyfs(g2, ■ ■ -, gn + i) uses the G(5)-module

structure on F(S).

Definition 1.6. If (Gy, Fy) and (G2, A2) are pairs consisting of a group G¡ in <ê

and a G-module A, in <ê, then (u, v): (Gy, Fy) -*■ (G2, A2) is a map of pairs if

w: G2 -> Gy and v: Fy^- F2 are maps such that for all S e <€, g e G2(S), a e FX(S),

we have g-v(a) = v(u(g)-a).

Proposition 1.1. A map (u,v) of pairs (Gy, Fy) -*■ (G2, A2) as aèoye induces a

map H\Gy, Fy) -> iï(<7a, A2).

Proof, (w, p) induces a map C'(Gi, Ai) -> C'(G2, A2) of complexes which induces

a map of cohomology groups.

Definition 1.7. A in $ is a ring object in *# if A(S) is a ring for all 5 e "? and if

for all/E Horn (51; S2), A(/i): A(52) -*■ F(Sy) is a ring homomorphism.

Definition 1.8. If A is a ring in $ and a G module so that the action of G(S)

on A(5) is consistent with multiplication in F(S) ; then one can define

u*: Cn(G, F) <g> Cm(G, F) -> CB+m(<7, A)
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by fs ®fs ^fs^>* fs where

fs U* fs(gl, ■•■,gn + m) = fs(gl, ■ ■■,gn)-(glg2, ■ ■ .,gn)fs(gn + l, ■ ■ •» gn + m)

and where the dot denotes multiplication in the ring F(S).

Proposition 1.2. The map u* defined above induces a graded ring structure on

H'(G, F) with multiplication denoted by u and this graded ring is commutative if

F is commutative. Commutative means that if fe Hn(G, F), f e Hm(G, F), then

fuf' = (-l)mnf ufin Hm + n(G,F).

Proof. We can use the usual homotopies on Cn(G, F)(S) = Horn (G*n(S), F(S)).

Thus to show commutativity we have

ts: Cn(G, F)(S) ® Cm(G, F)(S) -> Cn+m~x(G, F)(S)

so that (fv*r-f v* f)(gx,..., gn+m) = Kts(f ®f'))(gi, ■ ■ -, gn + m)- The other

axioms for a ring can be similarly demonstrated.

Proposition 1.3. A map of pairs (u, v): (Gx, Fx) -*■ (G2, F2) (Definition 1.6)

induces a graded ring homomorphism H'(Gx, Fx) -> H'(G2, F2).

Proof. This should be clear.

Proposition and Definition 1.4. Let G be an abelian group in (ê, let F be an

abelian group in <$ and let G act trivially on F.

Let C£ym(G, F) = {fe Horn (Gx2, F) such that for all S in if and all gx, g2 in

F(S);fs(gx, ga)=fs(g* Si)}- Let Z%m(G, F) = {fe C2ym(G, F) \ 8f=0}. Then

8CX(G, F) £ Ziym(G, F)

and so we can define Hiym(G, F)=Zfym(G, F)/8CX(G, F).

Proof. For feCx(G, F),

(¥)s(gl,g¡d   = fs(g2)-fs(glg2)+fs(gl)   =  (*f)s(g2,gl)

since G is abelian.

2. Cohomology of finite group schemes and the relation with the cohomology of

cocommutative Hopf algebras.

Notation. Let k be a fixed commutative ring with unit element 1. Let <€ be the

category of finite affine schemes over k so Xe <€ if A'=spec E where E is a finite

/c-algebra.

0: <€ -> Rings is the functor 0(Spec E) = E.

Definition 2.1. A finite group scheme is an element G of ^ such that the

associated functor G, G(S) = Horn (5, G) for all 5e^, is a group in '#. We also

require that if G = Spec E, then E must be free as a /V-module.
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If G = Spec A is a finite group scheme, then

corresponds to a map

mG
GxG-> G

mG
GxG->G

which corresponds in turn to a map /¿: A-> A <g>k A. The map p together with

multiplication in A: A <g»k A-> A makes A into a Hopf algebra. A is a fc-algebra

via o': k^r E. Also e': E^-k corresponds to the unit element map Spec k -*■ Spec A.

Then if A = Homfc_modules(A, &) we get induced maps

mult* p*
A-> A®kA-> A,

and A becomes a cocommutative Hopf algebra. We also have maps </*: A -»■ k,

e'*:k -*■ A. If G is a commutative group scheme, Spec A = G' is called the Cartier

dual of G.

Definition 2.2. If A is a /c-algebra with map e: /I -+k making k into an A-

module, the Hochschild cohomology H'(A, k) is defined, for instance in [1, p. 169].

This can be defined or computed from the standard resolution C_(A, k) of k as

an ,4-module, where Cn(A, k) = A®n + 1 considered as an /I-module via the first

variable:

a(a0 <g> • • • <g> an) = aa0 <g) «i <g> • • • <E> an;       auaeA.

The boundary map 8: Cn(A, k) -> C„_i(/4, A:) is defined by

n=l

S(a0 ® fli ® • • • ® a„) = 2 (_ ^'^o ®- ■ • ® ¥j + i ® • • ■ ® aB

+ (-l)n£(anK<8)---<8>fln-i-

Then if Hom^ (Cn(A, k), k) = Cn(A, k), C'(A, k) has a coboundary 8 defined by

8/=/° S. The cohomology of C'(^, k) is H'(A, k).

Proposition 2.1. AM is a Hopf algebra with counit e: A->k, then tx; A^- A®kA

induces a map C,(A, k) ->■ C.(A, k) <g) C.(y4, /c) of graded modules which induces a

product structure on H'(A, k) making it into a graded ring (A is the coalgebra map,

Cm(A, k) as in Definition 2.3).

Proof. Well known.

Theorem 2.1. Let G = Spec A, A = Homk (A, k) as in Definition 2.2, e = a'*,

ct = e'*. Ae/ 0 ¿e the previously defined ring in (€. Consider <S as a G module with

trivial action. Then C'(G, 6) and C'(A, k) are canonically isomorphic as complexes.

The product structures on the complexes induce isomorphic graded ring structures on

the cohomology modules.

Proof. In 1.1 we defined ß: Cn(G, 0) = Hom (Gxn, 0) -> Q(G*n) = E®n.
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The boundary map S : Cn(G, 0) -*■ C n + X(G, 6) induces ß(8) : G(G *n) -» 0(Gx n + x)

which is just 2"=+í (- lM<Ai)-

i/>0:G*n + 1-^G*n   isjust o'x lGx • •• x 1G,

fa: Gxn+1-> Gxn   is lGx •■■ xroGx ■•• xlG,       i=l,...,«,

4>n + 1:G*n + x^G*n   is lGx ••• xlGx<r',

so the map J.îJ'o1 (—l)'@(<Pi) becomes:

y'th place

i*®---® i£+2 (-1)'1E ®' --® P

+  (-l)" + 1l1 1,
The other complex

e
Cn(A, k) = Hom¿ (Cn(A, k), k) = Hoirie (A®n + X, k) —> Homfc (A®n, k),

where for fe YfomA (A®(n + X\ k), 8(f) e Homfc (A®71, k) and

8(f)(ai ® • • • ® a,) = /(l ® «i ® ■ • • ® «»)■

But Homfc L4®n, k) = E®n under the identification of £ with Homfc (/I, /c) using

the facts that A = Homfc (E, k) and £ is finite and free over k.

That is, for/i® • • • ®/„ e £®\ ax ® • • • ® an e A®n,

(fx®--- ®fn)(ax ®---®an)= fx(ax)f2(a2) • • -fn(an).

By definition 8f=f o 8 for/e C"L4, yt), so

8(/i®---®/„)(ai®---®a»+i)

= C/i ® • ■ • ®/n) ° S(ai ® ■ ■ • ® a» + i)

t/i®---®/„) £(öl)a2 ®- • -® fln + l+2   (_1Val ®" ' -®alaf"i + l
i=l

This implies

8(fl®---®fn)  = (fl®---®fn)

an + x + (-l)n+xe(an + 1)ax

Ia®---®Ia+ 2 (-1)'1,

a» •

lA + (-l)" + 1L

i*®---®iE+2 (—iyij
j=i

i*+(-l)B+1L: l£®e* C/i®---®/»).

l£ = identity map £-»• Tí and £* = <?'. So the two complexes are the same.
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To see that the product structures induced on H'(A, k) and H'(G, <S) correspond

under the identification of these two complexes just defined, we use the Bar

resolution ß.(A, k) for the ,4-module k and the next two propositions.

Definition 2.4. Let /= kernel of e: A -> k. Then A=k ® I as a ^-module.

Proposition 2.2. If A: .4-> A *g>kA is the coproduct map, then for a el,

Aa— 1 ® a—a ® 1 is in I ® A

Proof. Since e: A -»■ k corresponds to e: Spec k -> Spec A = G' and e is the unit

element for G', we have

e x 1 mc.
G'->■ G' x G'        I G' commutes.

Then [(e ® 1) ° A](a) = (£ ® 1)(1 ® a) for all a e ,4 which implies Aa— 1 ® a is in

/® ,4 = kernel of e ® 1. Similarly Aa —a® 1 is in A ® A So if a is in /,

(Aa—1 ® a-a ® 1) is in (kernel of e ® 1) n (kernel of 1 ® e)=7® A

Proposition 2.3. Keep the notation as above and let ßn(A,k) = A ® (A/k)®n

^A ® /®n considered as an A-module via the first variable A.

The boundary map 8: ßn(A, k) ->ßn_y(A, k) is the same as for the standard

resolution.

Then A : A^- A ® k A induces a map also called A,

A:ßn(A,k)^     2     ßni(A,k)®kßn2(A,k)
ill + n2 = n

so that if ß+=2n>oßn then

n

A[aj| • • • |a„] = 2 tail ' • • la<] ® [ûf + il • • • K] mod ß+ ® Iß

w/iere [ail • ■ • |an] = ai ®• • • ® ane/®n.

Proof. This is a simple computation using explicit formulas in [l, Chapter XI].

We will do a similar computation in the next proposition. The map A is defined

inductively on ßn by A = (i ® 1 +oe ® I) o A ° 8 where s is a homotopy for ß.(A, k),

s(a[ay\- ■ -\an]) = [aay\- ■ -\an].

Corollary. Let ßn(A, k) = HomA(ßn(A, k), k). Define the boundary map 8 by

8f=f°8. There is a product map U' on ß'(A, k) induced by A. Then /u'/' =

(/ ® /') o A for feß"i(A, k), f e ßn*(A, k). Thus f u' /' is in ßni + n2(A, k) and

(/u' f')([ai\ ■ ■ ■ \an1+n2])=f([ai\ • • • |aBl])/'(K1 + i| • • ■ \a»i+nj)-

Proof. This is clear and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete since this product

is the same as the product structure on the subcomplex of C'(G, 6) corresponding

to the Bar resolution, ß'(A, k) = Womk (ß.(A, k), k).
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We now consider A of the following form:

n-l

A s k[x]/xf(x)   where/(x) = 2 aix'' fln-i = L
i=0

Let A: A ->- A ® A be the commutative comultiplication.

Let e: A -*■ k be the counit, (e(x) = 0).

Let a : k -> A be the homomorphism making A a ^-algebra, (ct(1) = 1).

Let A(7) be the exterior algebra in one generator T of degree l.

Let T(5) be the divided powers on one generator 5 of degree 2 so

1 (5) = k[S0, Sx, S2,... \,       S0 = 1, Sx = 5,

Su-Sv = (u, v)Su+v   and   (u, v) = (u + vl)/ulvl.

Take X'(A, k) to be the algebra A ® MX) ® Y(S). Then one sees

X2r(A, k) = A® Sr,       X2r + 1(A, k) = A® SX-

Now define an ^-algebra map 8 : Xm -> Xm _ j by

3(5rT) = x5r,       a(5r)=/(x)75r_1.

Define a Ar-linear map s: Xm-+ Xm + 1 by setting

s(xiSr) = x'-xTSr   for 0 < y 5 «-1,       s(Sr) = 0,

and

jÍjc"-^-!^ = S„       s(xiSr.1T) = 0   ify<«-l.

Then one checks that 8 is a boundary map and j is a homotopy. Now let Y'(A, k)

= Hom¿ (Xt(A, k), k) with boundary 8:

8f = fod.

Proposition 2.4. Let A be an algebra of the form £[x]/(x/(x)) as above. Let Y'(A, k)

be as above.

Then Y\A,k)^k[V,U]¡(V2-axU) as a graded algebra where deg £7=2,

deg V= 1 and 8U=0, 8V=a0U. Moreover H'(A, k) is the cohomology of Y'(A, k).

Proof. By the preliminary remarks we know H'(A, k) is the cohomology of

Y'(A, k). To compute multiplication in Y'(A, k) we must compute comultiplica-

tion in X_(A, k). Let /=ker e as in Proposition 2.4 and X+ =2tt>o Xn(A, k). Then

(ar)        A5r =   2   SU®SV+    2     f{x)~a° TSU ® 75„ mod(Z+ ® IX)2r,
u+v=r u+v=r-l

(br)      A5rT =   2   TSU®SV + SU® TSV mod (X+ ® lX)2r+j.
u + v = r
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To demonstrate (ar) and (br) we proceed by induction and use the facts that

j ® 1 +cte ® s is a homotopy for Xm ® X. ([1], p. 214) and

(s ® 1+OE ® s)(X+ ® IX} ç x+ ® /A.

since <T£=0 on A"+.

We use A = (í ® 1+cte ® 1) o A o g to define A by induction on degree ([1] p. 215,

Proposition 5.2).

(ar)=*(br):

but

and

A(SrT) = (s ® 1 +<7£ ® 1) o A o 0Srr = (í ® 1 + fj£ ® 1) o A(x5r);

A(xSr) = Ax- A5r = (x ® 1 +1 ® x)ASr mod A"+ ® IX, + 1 ® /A".

(i ® 1 +cte ® !)(/ ® /A".) Ç x+ ® AY.

so

A(SVA) = (í ® 1+o-E® s) 2   *SU ® S'v + 5'u®xSt,
+ v = r

+    2     (/W-a0)rau®A5v
u+u=r-1

mod X+ ® /A'.

=    2   TSu®Sv+l ® ASr +    2     5,, + 1®rS,1)mod^+ ®/JT..
u+y=r u+u=r-1

(br) => (ar):

A5r + 1 = (j® 1+cte ® i)o Ao35r + i = (s ® 1+cte ® s)

A(f(x)TSr) = (5 ® 1 +CTE ® s)(Af(x)-ATSr),

B-i

Af(x) = 2 a¡(l ® x' + x1 ® 1) mod / ® /

so

ASr + 1 = (j® 1+cte® 1)|   2   -v7l"1A5u®5'„
Lu+v=r

+  2  /(*)■$„ ® TSV+1 ® jc""1^  mod X+ ® /A'.
u + « = r

=    2   SU + 1®SV+   2   (Œ.x)-a0)lx)Su®TSr
u+v=r u+v=r

+1 ® Sr+i mod X+ ® /A"..

Now u' : Homá (A"., £) ® Hoiru (Jif, k) -> Horn,, (A"., fe) is just/u' g=(/® g) ° A.

Since/ ® g vanishes on AY. ® A". + A". ® /A"., we have not ignored any significant

terms.

To finish the computation, noting Hom^ (A¡, k)^k all /', we can let F be a basis
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for YX(A, k) = HomA (Xx, k) dual to Tand let U be a basis for Y2(A, k) dual to 5

Then(Fu' V)(S) = (V ® V)(AS) = (V ® V)(S ® 1 + 1 ® S + aX® T) = 0l so

V\J' V = axU

and other computations for u' are similar.

Moreover (8V)(S)= V(8S)= V(f(x)T) = a0 and so 8V=a0U. (8U)(ST)=U(8ST)

= U(xS)=0 so 3i7=0 and 8 can be shown to be a derivation on

k[U,V]/(V2-axU)= T(A,k).

Remark. In addition it can be shown that if 8 is the usual map:

k[U, V]/(V2-axU) -)■ C(A, k),

the standard complex, then 8(U) e C2ym(A, k).

Corollary. If A s k[x]/xfx(x) ® ■ • ■ ® k[x]/xft(x), f(x) = 2"L o a^x', ain¡ = 1 and A

is a cocommutative Hopf algebra with counit e:A-+k; then H'(A,k) is the

cohomology of the complex Y'(A, k) = k[Ux,..., Ut, Vx,..., Vt], Vf = aixUi,

VxVj= - V,Vxfor i+j, and U.V^ VAJ,, UtU}= 17,17, all i and j, 8UZ = 0, 8Vi = a0Ui

Ux of degree 2, V¡ of degree 1. Moreover for the map 8: Y'(A,k)^-C'(A,k),

6(Ud e C?ym(A, k).

Proof. Let ^ = £[*]/*/(*). If X«\AU k) = A,® A(TX) ® Y(Si), i= I,..., t, then

X™ ®... g) *«> is an yl-resolution of A: and Hom¿ (X<X) ® • • • ® X«\ k)^ Y'(A, k)

as above.

Now let k be a perfect field of characteristic p. Let G=Spec £ be a finite com-

mutative group scheme over k. Then G~G° x Get where G° is connected and Get

is étale so that if G = G°, E^k[xx,..., xd]/(xln,..., xpJd) by the theorem of

Cartier-Dieudonné [2, Vllb, p. 152].

Theorem 2.2. Let G be a finite commutative group scheme over a perfect field k

of characteristic p>0. Then H'(G, 0) is a commutative graded algebra with multi-

plication given by the cup product.

(a) //"/?#2, this graded ring is freely generated by HX(G, 0) and H2ym(G, 0).

Freely generated means that the only relations are /u g = (—\)mng u / for f in

Hn(G, 0) and g in Hm(G,0).

(b) 7/> = 2, there are subspaces Vx, V2 ofH\G, 0) and V3 ofH2ym(G, 0) such that

H'(G, 0) is generated by Vx, V2, V3 with the additional relations:/u/=0 for all f

in Vx-

Proof. Let G' = Spec A be the Cartier dual of G. Then by Theorem 2.1, C'(G, 0)

can be identified with C'(A, k). By [4, §3] G'^G'etx G,'oc where G¿t = Spec Aet and

Gjoc= Spec A¡oc.

Aet is an étale /c-algebra and Aloc is a local ^-algebra. Moreover both Aet and Aloc

have coalgebra structure so that H'(A, k)^ H'(A10C, k) ® H'(Aet, k). But H'(Aet, k)
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= 0 by [2,1] or more directly by the following argument. Let k~ be an algebraic

closure of k. Let A = Aot ®)c k. Then Hn(Aet, k) ® k^Hn(Ä~, k) by the universal

coefficient theorem. But Spec A is an étale group scheme. Thus A^k~[H] as an

algebra for some finite abelian group H of order prime to p ([4, §3]). Now use the

fact that H is isomorphic to a product of cyclic groups of order prime to p. We

are in position to use Proposition 2.4 to see that Hn(A~, k)=0 if «>0 and H°(A, k)

=k. This implies H'(Ael, k) = k.

Now we can assume A = Al0C. The theorem of Dieudonné-Cartier [2, p. 152]

tells us that A^k[H] as an algebra where H is now a finite group whose order is a

power of p. Since H is a product of cyclic groups of/7-power order, we can write A

as a tensor product of algebras of the form k[x]/(xp'). By Proposition 2.4 such an

algebra has cohomology equal to the cohomology of the complex k[ V, U]/( V2 — ayU),

F of degree 1, U of degree 2 and 8U=8V=0. We have two subcases: (a) If either

p>2, or p = 2 and r> I; then ay=0. Then the cohomology graded ring is just

k[V, U]. (b) If p = 2 and r= 1, then ax = 1 and the graded cohomology ring is just

k[V].

Take the tensor product of the appropriate complexes. By the Kiinneth theorem

we get H'(A, k) as the cohomology of this complex. Recall that the i/'s correspond

to elements of H2sm(A, k).

3. Formal Lie groups. Let <€ be the category of formal affine local schemes

over k, a field. Thus, an object of ^ will be Spec formal A — Spf A where A is a

local ring with maximal ideal m and A is complete with respect to the w-adic

topology.

Definition 3.1. A group in <& (see Definition 1.3) is called a formal group.

If G = Spf A, A=k[[xy,..., xd]], G a formal group, then G is called a formal

Lie group.

Definition 3.2. For any commutative group scheme G, the map ma: GxG-*■ G

induces a map [«]: G -> G defined inductively on G(S) by [n]g=[n— 1 ]g-g for all

geG(S).

Definition 3.3 (Täte [6]). If k is of characteristic p and G a commutative formal

Lie group such that kernel [p] ( = kernel of the map [p] : G -» G) is a finite group

scheme, then G is called a divisible formal Lie group.

The category of finite abelian group schemes over a field is abelian [5] or [2, Via].

Thus we are within our rights to consider kernels and exact sequences in this

category.

Definition 3.4 (Täte [6]). Let A be a positive integer. A sequence (Gr, ir) of

commutative group schemes over k and homomorphisms ir: Gr—> Gr + 1, such that

if Gr=Spec Ar, Ar is of rank/?rh over k and such that

i, Pr

G, —> Gr + 1 —> Gr + 1

identifies Gr with the kernel of pr, is called a /»-divisible group of height h.
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Definition 3.5. If G is a commutative divisible formal Lie group over k and

Gr = kernel [pr], ir: Gr->-Gr + 1 the natural inclusion, then (Gr, ir) is a /»-divisible

group G(p) associated to G.

Täte proves in [6] that if k is a perfect field of characteristic p, then the functor

Y:G-> G(p) is an equivalence of the category of divisible commutative formal

Lie groups over k and the category of/»-divisible local groups over k. Naturally,

the hard part is going from the /»-divisible group to the formal group.

Definition 3.6. Frobenius map A (see [4] for more details). Let G = Spec A be

a finite or formal commutative group scheme over a field k of characteristic /».

Let k™ = {\p | A e k}. Let it : k -> £<p) be defined by A h> A". Let A(p) = A ®„ k(p)

and G(p) = Spec A(p>. Then there is a map A: G -> G(p) defined by

A(p) = A ®„ kM-^E®kk = E

(x ® A) t-> xv ® A.

G(p) is also a group scheme with multiplication induced from G and A is a group

homomorphism so that kernel A is well defined and is a group scheme.

We let G<p,) = (Gpr"1)(p>. If k is perfect, then A^A(P> as an algebra. There is also

a map V: G(p) ->■ G defined for finite group schemes by taking the A map G' -* G'<p)

and dualizing (G' = Carrier dual of G). It is well known that FV= VF=p (see [4]

or [2]).

Definition 3.7. Let G be a formal Lie group over k, a field of characteristic /».

Let FrG = kernel of Fr: G-> G. So if G = Spec k[[xy,..., xd]], then

FrG = Spec Br   where Br = &[*!,..., xd]/(xf,..., xpd).

The hyperalgebra of G is inj lim Homfc (Br, k) = Homk (proj IimF Br, k).

Proposition 3.1. Let G be divisible, commutative, Gr = Spec Ar = kernel pr, and

Br as in Definition 1.1.

Then proj lim Ar = proj lim AT so that the hyperalgebra o/G^inj lim Horn (Ar, k)

= inj lim A'r where Spec A'r = G'r, the Cartier dual of G, and the map A'r ->- A'r + 1 is

the map induced by [/»] : G'r + 1 —> G'r.

Proof. The map [/»]: Gr + 1 -> Gr+1 induces a map Gr+1-^Gr, also called [/»],

which is an epimorphism and which induces by duality a monomorphism

i'r

G'r -> G'r + y.

(G'r, K) is a/»-divisible group. Going from G'r to Gr we see that the map [/»] : G'r+y -> G,

is dual to the map ir: Gr-+GT + y and we are done. See [6, §2] for more details.

Continuing with the discussion in the proof of Proposition 3.1 we see that

(G'r, K) is associated by Tate's theorem to a formal Lie group G' if G'r is local. In

this case G' = Spec k[[xy,..., xd-]].
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Proposition 3.2. Let G be as above so that G'r is local and so G' is as above. Let

FXG' = Spec B'r. Then inj lim[p] A'r = m) lim,. #(I,~'> where F: A'*""0 -^B'p'{,+" is

just

k[xx,..., *d.]/(*i,. ..,*§') -> k[xx,..., xd,]/(xr\ ■ ■ -, *S- + 1)

Proof.

Gr + 1-> Gr

Xi    ^ Xi .

^o

G'"

V

G'p-'.

is exact in each

row and column.

On rings,

A'r-

J/r+l

. Tj'iv-,1    * s o'(p-"+1>)
■ DT >Dr+x

defines a map 8: inj limF B'r^~,) -> inj limp A'r which is clearly injective. From now

on we drop the superscript pu on the ^'s and TJ's.

Since G'r is local for all r, FsA'r in A'r+S is the ideal (x\s,..., xg') in

Ar + S = ^1*1) • • •> *<!']/(* 1     , ■ ■ -, xdi    ).

Since (G'r, i'r)  is /»-divisible,  dimk(A'r+s/VrB'r+s)<c(r)  for some constant c(r)

independent of s.

Thus for s large enough FsA'rç VrBr + s in A'r+S which implies VsFsA'rS VsVBr+s

so psA'r^ Vr+sB'r+s in A'r+S for s large enough. So 8 is surjective and hence is an

isomorphism.

Corollary. If G is a commutative divisible formal Lie group over a perfect field k

with local dual (meaning G'r is local) then the hyperalgebra of G is isomorphic to

k[Qp/Z®d'] as an algebra, for some integer d'.

Proposition 3.3. Let B'r = k[xx,..., xa]/(xf,..., *§') as in Proposition 3.2 and

let

F:BT^B'r+1

X\ —y X{
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be as before. Then F, which is a homomorphism of Hopf algebras, induces a graded

ring homomorphism A*.

k[u['+i\..., t/r ",..., vrx\..., vrv] = h(bt+1, k) —>h\b„ k)

= k[UF,...,up,vi<\...,v!p]

V¡r) of degree 1, V¡r)2 = 0, U¡r) of degree 2, as in the Corollary to Proposition 2.4,

and F*U¡r+1) = U\r\ A* V\r + 1) = 0.

Proof. The  proof is  another  calculation   involving  resolutions.   Let   A.(r> =

B'r ®k A[Af\ ..., TdV] ®fc Y[S?,..., S$] as in §2.

The map hw: B'r -> B'r+ y of Hopf algebras induce a map

hw
A(r>—^A(r+1)

of resolutions and

/i(r> ® hm
X<? ®fc Xm —-^ Ya+1) ®Jc Air + 1)

A

Aw A<r + 1)

xm-> A;r+1)

commutes up to homotopy since it commutes in dimension 0. We only need to

compute hf? on the generators of X(p

hV(Tjn) = shtf 8TP = sho'ix,) = s(x?) = xp-xT,r+1\

h2n(S}r)) = sh[r)8SP = sKpxf-iTP = sh0(xf-1)h1(TjT)) = s(xf+1-"-x^1Tijr+1))

= s(xf+1-1Tjr+») = Sf+1>,   j = 1.d'.

To finish the proof we dualize, remembering that Vjr) is dual to Tf°, U}n is dual to

sp.

Theorem 3.1. If G is a p-divisible commutative formal Lie group over a perfect

field with local dual and <S is the functor <€ ~* Rings, 0(Spec A) = A. Then

Sym (HZym(G,<9))^H\G,&)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let G = Spf A, then Cn(G, e>) = 0(Gxn) = E®n. The ^ refers to completion

of the tensor product with respect to the w-adic topology.

A®n = proj lim E?n = proj lim Horn* (Afn, k) = Homk (inj lim, Afn, k)

where Spec Er = kernel pr as usual and Ar is the dual Hopf algebra to Ar. If Spec Br

=prG', G' being the dual group to G, then A®" = Horn (inj linv Bfn, k) by Proposi-

tion 3.2. So the problem reduces to showing

(*) proj lim*-. H'(Br, k) = //'(inj lim B„ k);
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for once we show this, Proposition 3.3 will give the desired result. But the Mittag-

Leffler condition of Dieudonné-Grothendieck [7,111,0.8] will be sufficient for (*)

if it is not otherwise clear.
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